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Pomn PnnnooxEs

At the pole, the sun rises in March, taking nearly two turns around the

horizon from the time its uPPer arc peeks over it to the time its lower arc

can be seen ro detach itself from the horizon. on June 22, it peaks at

23.5".If 90 degrees is straight above the observer, half of that is 45

degrees, and a bit more than half of that is 23 degrees. Today was May lst,
and the sun's altitude was 18". Its rate of ascent is so slow-five degrees in
50 days-that the naked eye cant detect the daily difference of a tenth of
a degree. It just seems to go around and around. If I stood on the North
Pole during the three months of total darkness in the winter (no one ever

has), I would see the entire Northern Hemisphere firmament dance

around the Polar Star, which is anchored straight above the North Pole,

one turn every 24 hours.
Time thus appears to flow continuously at the pole, in the absence of

any difference in light berween noon and midnight. A watch at the pole
will accurately record the passage of time, but lacking a meridian to cling
to, it will not be able to give a particular time.

The sun, however, is unerringly situated in one direction at any given
moment (south, since all directions from the pole are south, but along a
specific meridian) and in the opposite direction 12 hours later'

Since it was no particular time on the pole, I decided ro create one. I
decreed that when the sun Passes over, say, the meridian that points from
here to the London suburb of Greenwich, it would be noon. Twelve hours

later, the sun would shine from the opposite direction: midnight in

Greenwich. Thus, although ti
where else (one revolution of tl
call any point in time. I coul
Samoa time, or Moscow time,
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16 The Oddest Place on Earth

Thus, with a GPS that would have showed *y longitude, I would
know precisely what time it was, although a short walk east or west would
have me adjusting my watch every few seconds.

At this point I asked myself, do I care what time is it in Greenwich? or
New York? Since time has lost its anchor to sPace, what does it mean? OK,
I still want to keep my watch to measure the passage of time-how long I
have walked or slept, for example. But otherwise, I no longer live in a daily
rhythm, but in a yearly rhythm. Animals and people, in temperate and
tropical zones alike, regulate their life by the position of the sun in the s§.

But not me. I am suspended in time. I can sleep when I am tired and if
I stay here long enough, perhaps my body will demand rwo short sleep

periods instead of one long one. Or three, who knows.
Tiaditional notions of space are gone, too: the place where I am stand-

ing could crack and thoroughly change its appearance ar any lims-and
its orientation is in constant movement.

At the pole, I realized, I had freed myself from rwo of the most Power-
ful constraints imposed upon life on Earth: time and place. I was in a

place that wasnt a place in a time that couldnt be pinpointed.

One of the helicopters had taken off during my walk and presently
returned, disgorging the group of missing skiers. Now, there were 45 peo-
ple on the North Pole, or at least within a quarter-mile of it.

I joined the crowd milling about the makeshift camp as the second,
faster group of skiers grew out of the horizon. They had been traveling for
six days, sleeping in tiny unheated tents. I asked a member of this new

breed of novice explorers how it had gone.
Martine Loridon was a reacher in Grenoble, a French town ringed by

Alpine peaks. Her father had come with her, paying for her trip as a 30th
birthday present. "It was great," she said. "It gave me an idea of what
infiniry is. The scenery changes constantly, but therek no real progression.

There are no landmarks, eitl
seven kilomerers, bur when w,
to where we started." She was
she concluded.

As we srood around, sippi
slush, a srrong female voice t<
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18 The Oddest Place on Earth

around the South Pacific, I was a captain simply because I owned the boat.
I didnt have a license because U.S. law requires none of its citizens. \When

I chartered boats in the Mediterranean, I was a captain again. I could have
married lots of couples, as long as I sailed outside the 12-mile limit of ter-
ritorial waters, which I often did. Now all I had to do was buy a boat and
register it. Then I could fly to the pole and set up shop as a Marrying
Captain. This would be great for the U.S. market: it must be a hassle to
get the papers approved in Khatanga, then translated by a sworn U.S.
Embassy translator in Moscow. No need for that with an American cap-
tain. I could be fierce compe tition for Aksyutin. I stepped forward to warn
him fairly of this imminent danger, but he ignored me.

Aksyutin, forryish, with thinning blond hair and a penchant for practi-
cal jokes, walked up to the center of the assembly, seeming hugely amused.

In Russian-he spoke nothing else-he pronounced Eduardo and Anna
man and wife. They spoke no Russian but managed to say "da" at the
appropriate moments. After a round of applause muffled by mittens, the
vodka was passed around, the champagne long ago having frozen solid.

I asked Buigues how he felt. "Pretry good," he said. "You know it's my
first time at the pole too. Two years ago, there wasn't any room on the hel-
icopter that picked up my clients at the pole, so I had to leave my place to
a client. I stayed at the base camp."

Eventually, we all squeezed into the helicopters, along with 24 pairs of
skis and 24 sleds. At the base, the plane crew was impatient: This year,
May 1 was not only Labor Day, a major holiday since the Soviet era, but
also Easter, according to the Gregorian calendar that the Russian
Orthodox Church still goes by. (The communists moved to ourJulian cal-
endar, two weeks forward, in 1917, but since Easter is a religious holiday,
the Orthodox calendar prevails.)

There were some major parties planned in Khatanga and this wonder-
fully concentrated the minds of the Russian staff on the dangers of the ice
cracking while the plane sat on the runway, so they hurried everyone uP,
shouting 'Apasnal" (Dangerous!). By the time we got back to the camp,
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packed that they had to leave be
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Khatanga, which has 320 days of good weather a year, in case of bad
weather over Norilsk, which is frequently beset by storms.

Norilsk is one of the world's largest mining cities. It was built in the
thirties by prison labor and tens (some say hundreds) of thousands died in
the process . ln 1937, Norilsk became home to the first railroad north of
the Arctic Circle, linking the ciry with its port, Dudinka, on the Yenisei
River. The railroad linking Norilsk, its airport and Dudinka is the north-
ernmost in the world.

Norilsk could afford a second airport because i1'slx5-xpd still is-rich.
A third of the worldt nickel is mined there, as well as large quantities of
coal, copper platinum, uranium and palladium. 'W'hen something hap-
pens in the Norilsk nickel complex, world nickel prices shoots up.

In Khatanga, the airport authoriry employed nearly 1,000 people, a

fourth of the population. Two large red brick apartment buildings were
under construction, at Norilskt expense, to replace crea§ wooden struc-
tures slowly sinking into the permafrost.

They were just down the hill from the townt only, and nameless, hotel,
into which we piled for a few days. Also made of red brick, it overlooked
the runway and the snow-covered tundra beyond. It offered the standard
Soviet conditions: peeling paint, red-hot radiators, short single beds and
appalling toilets-one per floor-best left undescribed.

After settling in my room, I went out for a walk.
I had been told that Khatanga's location made it one of several centers

for supplying Soviet polar expeditions organized by the Arctic and
Antarctic Research Institute in St. Petersburg, sometimes in conjunction
with the defense ministry.

The town was heated by coal mined a few miles away and traces of it
were everyrvhere. Each of the dozen or so furnaces kept a pile of the black
stuff right outside. The dust from burned and unburned coal already
pockmarked the fresh coat of snow. The furnaces moved the hot water for
heating in pipes åttened by fiberglass insulation, much of it ripped, that
criss-crossed the town a couple of feet above ground. The streets were

unpaved. The traffic (it was ra
time) was composed entirely ol
tracks and noisy Soviet snowm(
rest of Russia was 700 miles so,

There were dogs everyrwher,
and virtually no cats: the dogs r
naive Russian owners brought,

I walked down to the bankr
versation with a Russian sailor.
year, during which time all shi
authoriry builds a huge breakq
1,000 feet long, to shield the ar

water, which by now was gray
In winter, the port is almost de

as many wrecks lying askew or
the hard ice, gazing up at the n
One vessel had a hole carved o,

rudder and propeller under rep

It all looked a bit unreal.
Along the banks of the rivr

entrance. A Russian with the
coming out, and I asked him v

"Itt our food cellar," he saic

was a journalist, he offered to s

§Øe went down a long flight r

to a depth of perhaps 100 feet
onto ice-rink-smooth i6s-'wx16
fectly level floor. The temperatr
from -12"C, and the cellar was

freezer.lt was a grid. Each tun
another tunnel. Along the side
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The Oddest Place on Earth

each about the size of a calf. Further on I spotted cases of French chicken

and pork meat, the reindeer's new comPetitors.
The walls glistened with a multitude of delicate ice crystals, giving it

the air of a cross berween a gem museum and a hall of horrors'
Back outside, I strolled along the main drag, soviet Streer, past a huge

mural of Marx, Engels and Lenin that would be painted over the follow-
ing year. The Russian women were immaculately dressed in fur or wool
.oats, with silver fox hats and fine, dainry boots. They wore thick, garish

made-up and walked with a confident bounce. The men were uniformly
slobs: their boots were muddy, their wool coats wrinkled and stained, their
hair dirry and unkempt. You could almost smell the vodka on their breath.
There were no old people: Khatanga was a place where one served and left.

No one retired here.

The next day, we piled into a crea§ bus and headed down the only
highway around, the frozen Khatanga River, for a visit to a Dolgan village

."il.d Khrisry where a spring festival was underway. It was perched on the

bank, a few dozen wooden houses, and officially it wasnt a village. It was

a collective farm, and it didnt have a mayor, but a director. The Dolgans
were friendly and curious and today mostly drunk.

I had befriended a pair of doctors in the North Pole non-skiing group,
one from Geneva, the other from Bordeaux. \Øhen one of the Dolgans
who had invited us into his wooden house for mil§ tea and boiled rein-
deer learned this, he said, "oh yes, Bordeaux, good show last night. You

really trounced PSG!"
Televised soccer connected Khristy to the world.
on the main streer, a competirion was unfolding. Men were throwing

rings at the horns on the head of a freshly killed reindeer. It was at once

gruesome and commonplace. I tried my hand, but the reindeer's reproach-
ful stare sent my ring far off the mark.

To clear my thoughts I walked uP to the årm director and started chat-

ting with him. The sole purpose of this collective årm, he told me, was to

raise reindeer. These were exac

Dolgans herded them on snowr
tered. The carcasses were truckt

I asked the farm director hot
I knew that complaining is

envy, one must never say thir
been shrinking for five years, i

to gripe about.
Still, the director had partict
"Moscow was always asking

greze," he said. Reindeer eat m(

both grow at an excruciatingly
deer and Norilsk is no longer b

that they prefer to ship canned
from Khatanga. And on top r

months. liØe just don't know hc

The Russians had forced the
life, educated them poorly (m
vodka and were now abandonir
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